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Ghosts of War picks up the story a month after the end of Ghosts of Manhattan. New York City is
being plagued by a pack of ferocious brass raptors – strange, skeleton-like creations with bat-
like wings that swoop out of the sky, attacking people and carrying them away into the night. The
Ghost has been tracking these bizarre machines, and is close to finding their origin: a deranged
military scientist who is slowly rebuilding himself as a machine. However, this scientist is not
working alone, and his scheme involves more than a handful of abductions. He is part of a plot to
escalate the cold war with Britain into a full-blown conflict, and he is building a weapon – a
weapon that will fracture dimensional space and allow the monstrous creatures that live on the
other side to spill through. He and his co-conspirators – a cabal of senators and businessmen
who seek to benefit from the war – intend to harness these creatures and use them as a means
to crush the British. But the Ghost knows only too well how dangerous these creatures can be,
and the threat they represent not just to Britain, but the world. The Ghost’s efforts to put an end
to the conspiracy bring him into an uneasy alliance with a male British spy, who is loose in
Manhattan, protecting the interests of his country. He also has the unlikely assistance of Ginny, a
drunken ex-lover and sharpshooter, who walks back into his life, having disappeared six years
earlier in mysterious circumstances. Suffering from increasingly lucid flashbacks to WWI and
subjected to rooftop chases, a battle with a mechanized madman, and the constant threat of
airborne predators, and with the fate of the world hanging in the balance, can the Ghost derail
the conspiracy and prevent the war with the British from escalating beyond control?

"This sequel to Ghosts of Manhattan pits the superhero protagonist against a mad scientist in an
action-packed story patterned after the pulp fiction novels of the mid-20th century. Fans of
steampunk and noir fantasy should enjoy this unassuming adventure."-Library JournalAbout the
AuthorGeorge Mann is the author of Ghosts of Manhattan, The Affinity Bridge, The Osiris Ritual,
and The Human Abstract, as well as numerous short stories, novellas, and an original Doctor
Who audiobook. He has edited a number of anthologies including The Solaris Book of New
Science Fiction and The Solaris Book of New Fantasy and a retrospective collection of classic
Sexton Blake stories, Sexton Blake, Detective. He lives near Grantham, UK, with his wife, son,
and daughter. You can follow him on Twitter at twitter.com/George_Mann.
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patience.PrologueTERROR FROM THE SKIESAs the rate of disappearances increases to
epidemic proportions, New Yorkers look to the skies in fear“Stay indoors” is the advice from the
police department, as the recent spate of missing persons reaches an all-time high. There are
now over fifty reported disappearances on Manhattan Island, spanning the entire festive season,
and this reporter has been told that the police department is in a state of panic and has already
run out of leads.It is understood that each of the missing people disappeared in what’s thought
to be identical circumstances—whilst walking the streets of the city—and eyewitness accounts
refer to “terrible flying creatures” that pluck their victims indiscriminately from the sidewalk,
dragging them away into the sky, never to be seen or heard from again.These creatures are said
to resemble human skeletons with “batlike” wings and glowing red eyes. They swoop silently out
from the shadows to abduct the good people of New York and carry them away for nefarious
purposes that are not yet clearCommissioner Montague, in his statement yesterday, assured
people that the police were doing everything they could to discover who was behind the
abductions and warned citizens to “stay indoors unless absolutely necessary” until the matter
was resolved.This, however, offers little comfort to the families of the fifty missing people, of
whom nothing whatsoever has been heard since their abductions. There have been no ransom
notes, no demands, and no bodies. Mothers, fathers, husbands and wives all over the city are
holding constant vigil in the hope that news will come soon and that their loved ones will be
returned to them safely.Profilers report that there are no obvious connections between the
victims—they appear to have been selected entirely at random, plucked from obscurity,
representing all different walks of life. Neither is there an obvious pattern to the locations of the
abductions, which have taken place at points all over the city, from Central Park to Hell’s Kitchen,



from the Battery to Union SquareThe people of New York are therefore advised to take the
commissioner’s advice and remain in the safety of their homes, especially after nightfall.It seems
that in Manhattan this winter, nowhere, and nobody, is safe.—Manhattan Globe, January 6, 1927
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Dale, “TRUE HORROR IS ONLY A MOMENT AWAY. CAUTION - There are Minor Spoilers
Ahead...Enter at your own risk!!!It's been a little over one short month since the events in
GHOSTS OF MANHATTAN. Gabriel Cross, otherwise known as the GHOST, is still recovering
from the sacrifice that his one true love, Celeste made...a sacrifice that prevented evil from
entering our world.But...life goes on, and with it new evil and new horrors. Flying creatures...part
mechanical, part flesh and bone...are stealing citizens off the streets of Manhattan. For whatever
nefarious reason is unknown; as well as where they are being taken as the Ghost has been
unable to stop even one of them.Meanwhile...Gabriel's best friend in the police department,
Inspector Felix Donovan has been tasked with the mission of stopping the activities of a foreign
spy who, if not captured might throw the world back into another terrible conflict.Soon, the two
find their missions overlapping with new discoveries pointing toward the previous evil destroyed
being only a small pebble in the road compared to the Mt. Everest that is looming over the end of
the world.This is the second entry in George Mann's GHOST series. No sophomore jinx here as
this story takes the elements of the first book and refines and builds upon the foundation that
Mann laid in that story. A blend of steampunk, dieselpunk, and horror thrown into a flashback to
the pulp heroes of the 1930s. Mann captures the feel and atmosphere of both those long gone
heroes as well as opening up an gritty, alternate world of coal burning, steam driven
vehicles...hologram phones...and cross city aircraft as a daily fact of life where the citizens live in
a cold war that threatens to engulf the world in flames once more.Mann shows that, should he
have been born 80 years earlier, he would have been one of the stars of the pulp era.New
Readers **** you could very well pick this up as a cold read and thoroughly enjoy the story
without having read the original. The author gives more than enough connecting backstory to fill
in the gaps...BUT...what the heck...now go back and buy the inaugural flight of fantasy.”

Scott, “Steampunk Batman. While I enjoyed the first book Ghosts of Manhattan, Ghosts of War
blew me away. Parts I felt were missing from the first book were dealt with and expanded upon.
Not only do we get a history of Ghost's world we get more of the unique Ghost action scenes
and the brilliant fusion of steampunk and magic set in a world we can relate to. Corruption and
mistrust drive the story into the unexplored region of international intrigue and the tragic loss of
Ghost's love brings Ghost face to face with his dual identity and emotional conflict. Ghost now
has to face not only his greatest enemy but his greatest fear.”

Jackie Williams, “Intriguing and suspenseful. George Mann continues to keep me entertained
with the Ghost series...Karnak is next up for me. Great work once again.”

Brian T. Gordon, “Super Hero from a Super Seller. Great seller and prompt service. Ordering
through here was the only way that I could get this book. It wasn't even in local bookstores.”



Ebook Library Reader, “fun throwback pulp science fiction thriller. In 1927 Gabriel "The Ghost"
Cross patrols New York City to keep the residents safe from evil. Though he wants to take time
out to grieve the death of his beloved Celeste who saved the world (see Ghosts of Manhattan),
the vigilante avenger knows he cannot.The city has seen a series of kidnappings reportedly by
flying machines dubbed raptors. The police are stymied as there is no apparent link between
the victims except for the city. The Ghost assisted by his friend Police Inspector Felix Donovan
try to capture one of these terrorizing mechanical kidnappers. At the same time Felix hunts a
British agent whose information will cause the third war between the former colonies and the
mother country. Soon the two seemingly divergent cases merge as the Ghost decides on a
dangerous ploy to end the mounting terror.George Mann provides a fun throwback pulp science
fiction thriller. With plenty of rooftop activity and lucid flashbacks by the Ghost to WWI, the story
line is action-packed and incredibly fast-paced as the author takes no prisoners with this
entertaining save Manhattan tale (Ruth and Gehrig save the Bronx).Harriet Klausner”

Temple Phoenix, “Spirit of Adventure. I have to admit that I felt Ghosts of Manhattan, Mann's first
foray into the roaring twenties, was not his finest work. The protagonist and the setting were
intriguing, but the storyline seemed rushed and slightly disjointed. However, I was more than
willing to give the usually reliable author another chance, and I'm glad I did, because this second
installment is an improvement in every way.This book sees the return of the Ghost, rocket-
booted vigilante and alter ego of playboy Gabriel Cross. Only a month after the tragic events of
the first book, he's struggling with both self-doubt and a series of new threats to his beloved
city.This time around the menaces include a mysterious flock of robotic 'raptors' intent on
abducting hapless New Yorkers, a sinister conspiracy that may mean a catastrophic war with
Britain, and another interdimensional monstrosity that may be only the first of its kind... As if all
this wasn't enough, Gabriel has to deal with the sudden return of an old flame. And what's the
deal with the huge pair of eyes he keeps seeing up in the sky?Happily the more Lovecraftian
elements of the plot are more elegantly woven into the story this time, and further flashbacks to
Gabriel's wartime days fill in more of his backstory. It goes without saying that the book is packed
with Mann's trademark action setpieces, from the opening rooftop battle to a thrilling biplane/
airship dogfight towards the end.However, it's the author's growing facility with his characters
that really shines. You really feel Gabriel's tormented questioning of his purpose and true self, as
well as his ally Felix's dedication and guilt as he tries to balance his work with his home life.This
book left me eager to see what Mann has planned for his haunted vigilante next. If the next
installment shows as much improvement as this one, it should be something very special
indeed.”

me, “Latterday Batman type story. Great story and good characters. If you love the dark Batman
stories this is for you. Full of excitement start to finish”



Justin Beaumont, “Five Stars. Fabulous, criminal noir with twists, a thinking man's Bat Man!”

Steven, “Four Stars. Classic George Mann Ghost tale”

The book by Adam Grant has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 32 people have provided feedback.
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